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Luminis Books presents this eerie tale of mystery, suspense, and true love.

Bad things come in threes. In Shady Springs, that includes murder.

Murder Now
Lange Crawford's move to Shady Springs, Pennsylvania, lands her a group of awesome friends, a major
crush on songwriter Vaughn, and life in a haunted, 200-year-old farmhouse. It also brings The Hunt: an
infamous murder mystery festival where students solve a fake, gruesome murder scheme during the week of
Halloween. Well, supposedly fake.  

Murder Then
Weeks before The Hunt, Lange and her friends hold a seance in the farmhouse's eerie barn. When a voice
rushes through, whispering haunting words that only she and Vaughn can hear, Lange realizes it's begging
for help. The mysterious voice leads Lange and Vaughn to uncover letters and photos left behind by a
murdered girl, Ginny, and they become obsessed with her story and the horrifying threats that led to her
murder.  

Murder Yet to Come
But someone doesn't like their snooping, and Lange and Vaughn begin receiving the same threats that Ginny
once did. The mysterious words from the barn become crucial to figuring out Ginny's past and discovering
how their own past is connected to hers. They must work fast to uncover the truth or risk finding out if
history really does repeat itself.

Second Verse is the winner of a 2013 Moonbeam Children's Book Award. It won the Gold in its●

category: Young Adult Fiction - Horror/Mystery

PARANORMAL / MURDER MYSTERY / YOUNG ADULT / GHOSTS & HAUNTINGS /
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From reader reviews:

Timothy Rowe:

Do you one of people who can't read enjoyable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys that
aren't like that. This Second Verse book is readable by means of you who hate those straight word style. You
will find the facts here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving perhaps decrease the
knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer involving Second Verse content conveys the thought easily
to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the information but it just
different as it. So , do you even now thinking Second Verse is not loveable to be your top record reading
book?

Casey Larsen:

Reading a book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With studying you can get a lot of
information that could give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world could share their
idea. Guides can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire all their reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the
knowledge about something that you need case in point. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
children, there are many kinds of book which exist now. The authors in this world always try to improve
their talent in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write on their book. One of them is this
Second Verse.

Katrina Frey:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always try to and must have the free time or they will get lot of
stress from both way of life and work. So , if we ask do people have free time, we will say absolutely indeed.
People is human not just a robot. Then we ask again, what kind of activity are you experiencing when the
spare time coming to anyone of course your answer can unlimited right. Then do you ever try this one,
reading publications. It can be your alternative inside spending your spare time, the actual book you have
read will be Second Verse.

Katie Barry:

Beside this particular Second Verse in your phone, it could give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you may got here is fresh from your oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an old people live in narrow village. It is good thing to have Second Verse
because this book offers to your account readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but you rarely
get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that would not happen if you have this in the hand. The
Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want
to miss this? Find this book as well as read it from today!
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